
HOW CAN FINGERPRO  
ID HELP YOU? 

 

ELECTRONIC  
DOCUMENTATION 

Sends fingerprints electronically. 
 
 

IMAGES ARE STORED 
Never reprint a previously  

submitted record; images are 
stored in the database and can 
be replicated and resubmitted 

when necessary for  
subsequent checks. 

 
 

COMPLIANT AND  
CERTIFIED 

Transmissions are ANSI/NIST 
compliant. FingerPro ID  

Scanning system is FBI and 
State Certified.   

Why AD&S, Inc. should be  
your ONLY Choice  

 
 AD&S is a Mississippi corporation serving the  

biometric needs of customers in 25 states along 
with D.C. and Chile. 

 AD&S software/hardware is certified by both the 

state and the FBI. 
 

 AD&S has over 400 livescans installed and  

operative in Mississippi alone! 
 

 AD&S has been in business for over 29 years. 

 

 AD&S is trusted by state government agencies, 

airlines, schools, police departments and  
sheriff’s offices. 

 

 AD&S has over 3,000 customers. 

 

 AD&S responds to service issues quickly and  

in most cases can resolve problems without  
necessitating an onsite visit. 
 

 AD&S provides mobile solutions. 

 

 AD&S has a 94% rating from Dun & Bradstreet  

for response and support to customers. 

 

About Our Company 

 

AD&S has been in the software development  

business for more than 29 years. Our software  

applications are used by state and federal agencies, 

law enforcement agencies, school districts, DOD 

contractors, airlines, healthcare/childcare facilities 

and fingerprint service providers.  
 
 
 

 

FingerPro ID  
 

FINGERPRINTING 
JUST GOT EASIER!   

  
The Electronic 

Solution For Collecting 
and Transmitting 

Fingerprints 

WWW.FINGERPRO.NET 

Tel: (601) 992-4121 



FEATURED HARDWARE 

 

Greenbit DactyScan 
 

The DactyScan84c is a compact 10-prints and rolls 

Livescan at 500 dpi certified by the FBI. With up to 

27 frames per sec-

ond for 4-slaps and 

up to 25 frames per 

second for rolled 

prints acquisition, the 

Dactyscan84c is 

unique in terms of 

acquisition speed. 

This scanner is highly 

user-friendly. 

 

 

EOS Rebel T5 Canon Camera 
 

The EOS Rebel T5 Can-

on Camera features a 

18.0 Megapixel CMOS 

(APS-C) sensor, DIGIC 5 

Image Processor, high-

speed continuous shoot-

ing, exceptional autofo-

cus performance and 

Hybrid CMOS AF. 

 

Our FingerPro ID soft-

ware can work with sev-

eral cameras after some 

extra steps. But, unlike 

other cameras, this cam-

era works smoothly with our FingerPro ID software 

to take photos to transmit to ACHA. 
 
ProTip: Use the GreenBit DactyScan, EOS Rebel 

T5 Canon Camera and FingerPro ID software with 

our convenient Travel Case for a mobile fingerprint-

ing workstation! 
 

Phone: 601-992-4121 
Fax: 601-992-4645 

 
E-mail: sales@fingerpro.net 

Automation Designs & Solutions, Inc. 
1070 Lake Village Circle, Suite D 

Brandon, MS  39047 

 

WWW.FINGERPRO.NET 

FingerPro ID Software Features 
 

 Full history of every record 
 Re-submit fingerprints without  

new scans 
 Secure access to the system 
 Powerful searching and filtering 

functions 
 Fast textual and image data input 
 Electronic, paperless submission of 

prints 
 Multiple workstation locations 
 Livescan capable 
 Already integrated with the EOS 

Rebel T5 Canon Camera 

 

 

You can’t lose with  
FingerPro ID! 

 
YOUR COMPLETE SATISFACTION 

IS OUR MAIN OBJECTIVE! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AD&S offers FingerPro ID, a turnkey  

system that handles the electronic  

transmission of fingerprints to FDLE/

ACHA. We can customize systems to fit 

your needs. 

 

Fingerprints can be captured by livescan 

and digitized for transmission through our 

software for a virtually seamless process 

from the beginning to the end result.  

 

Our software examines the Livescan prints 

to insure that they meet the requirements 

mandated by the FBI.  

Fingerprint example 

Our FingerPro ID software and  
Live Scans are FBI certified. 


